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We found two main results. First, the following attributes of the household decision 
maker in asset allocation increase the risk asset ratio:low risk aversion, high score in 
a financial knowledge test, and over/under-confidence regarding financial knowledge. 
Second, a high financial knowledge test score increases asset holding amount. Moreover, 
over-confidence regarding financial knowledge also increases asset holding amount.
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income plans in the US. Although they are a self-support type of retirement plan, the 
idea of strengthening the automatic features has been accepted so that more individuals 
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personalize products and services for participants closer to retirement, how to deal with 
longevity risk in the decumulation phase, and how to deal with the cognitive decline as 
one gets older are attracting attention and solutions are being sought. In Japan, policy 
measures to support asset accumulation are being strengthened proactively. Individual 
DC plans, nicknamed iDeCo, are available to virtually all working generations as of 
January 2017, and a new type of NISA with a regular investment feature is to debut from 
January 2018.While these developments are significant, continuing efforts for more 
improvements and innovative approaches are needed as was the case in the US.
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money out from bank deposits and put it into markets’, whereas the real message is ‘to 
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change the allocation of household assets’. In order to make NISAs and iDeCo more 
effective, this article introduces the concept of a ‘target replacement rate’ and ‘savings 
rate’ based on our survey results. To show a retirement-related ‘rate’ and not ‘dollar 
amount’ is one popular approach for accumulators regarding retirement readiness in the 
US and UK, but not yet in Japan. But I believe it must be a good tool for Japan too to 
enable accumulators realize a satisfactory retirement life some 30 or 40 years later and to 
be aware of the importance of readiness for retirement.
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